of good schools, discrimination, and oppression. Farm workers in the South made on average $0.75 per day, whereas in cities, factory work brought wages as high as $4.00 a day. Those early migrants wrote back home to their friends and family expressing just how abundant employment and high wages were: "Nothing here but money, and it is not hard to get," wrote one worker.
By 1920 more than 1.5 million blacks were working in northern factories and other urban jobs. Black newspapers aided the migration fever by advertising the advantages of living and working in northern cities, and publishing stories of recent migrants who had found success. The letters these migrants sent back home confirmed stories of higher wages and less discrimination. The letters were read aloud in barbershops, churches, and meeting halls. One migrant, living in Chicago, wrote home about the abundance of work: With more and more African Americans leaving the South, a backlash soon occurred against the labor agents who were facilitating the migration. Southern states were angered, having found their economies struggling and their cheap source of labor diminishing. But by this time as word spread about the opportunities the North held, the role of labor agents became unnecessary as more and more migrants fled the South.
It is a misconception to think that the average migrant was a poor sharecropper. In fact, the majority of black migrants came from southern towns and were accustomed to a more urban environment. They were moderately well-off and were generally more educated than the average African American in the South. Many came from a skilled professional class, having worked as teachers, lawyers, social workers, and writers.
Once migrants had made the difficult decision to leave their families behind to migrate, the question became how to make the journey. Migrating was expensive, which was why families rarely migrated together. It was the young men who found jobs as unskilled industrial laborers who were the first to migrate. As the role of labor agents diminished, African American could no longer count on northern businesses to pay their way. Many had to sell all of their possessions. Some borrowed money from friends and family. Often, families pooled their money together to send a younger man in the family northward, with the expectation he would mail money back home to help the rest of the family follow him.
The trip north could be made by train, bus, horse-drawn cart, or even by foot. The journey was a long, grueling experience. Travelers were confronted with segregated waiting rooms at bus stops, and overcrowded, segregated train cars. The destination of the migrants were the large industrial centers of the north -Chicago, Detroit, Pittsburgh, and New York City, but many stops were often made along the way. Painter Jacob Lawrence recalled that his family was "moving up the coast, as many families were doing during that migration. . . . We moved up to various cities until we arrived -the last two cities I can remember before moving to New York were Easton, Pennsylvania, and Philadelphia." Once in their destination city, migrants often relied on the help of African American service organizations, like the National Urban League in New York City and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), to help them find jobs and living arrangements. The league also assisted migrants in their move from the South, helped black workers prepare for jobs in manufacturing industries, and lobbied white employers to provide employment opportunities to blacks. Negro, Panel no. 1, 1940 -1941 , Jacob Lawrence, Courtesy of The Phillips Collection
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